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Abstract
We propose a recommendation system that suggests treatment strategies to a therapist during the psychotherapy session in
real-time. Our system uses a turn-level rating mechanism that predicts the therapeutic outcome by computing a similarity
score between the deep embedding of a scoring inventory, and the current sentence that the patient is speaking. The system
automatically transcribes a continuous audio stream and separates it into turns of the patient and of the therapist and perform
real-time inference of their therapeutic working alliance. The dialogue pairs along with their computed working alliance as
ratings are then fed into a deep reinforcement learning recommendation system where the sessions are treated as users and
the topics are treated as items. Other than evaluating the empirical advantages of the core components on an existing dataset
of psychotherapy sessions, we demonstrate the effectiveness of this system in a web app.
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1. Introduction
Mental illness is not only a severe healthcare problem in
the US (1 in 5 estimated by National Institute of Mental
Health) but also a major global issue [1]. However, most
countries including the states face severe shortage of
mental health practioners, such as psychiatrists and clin-
cal psychologists [2]. In recent two years, this demand
gap was especially amplified by the toll of COVID-19
pandemic on everyone’s mental health [3]. Current edu-
cation systems and training programs cannot catch up to
this trend because each licensed therapist requires years
of continual learning and supervised training. Even when
a therapist is ripe for independent practice, many still
seek weekly supervision from “supervisors”, who are usu-
ally a more senior therapist that have seen many more
years of patients and serve as “a crucial triad of learning
difficulties that tend to confront beginning therapists in
their training” [4]. These supervisors provide necessary
guidance and periodic feedback to junior therapists with
respect to their development of mindedness, psychother-
apist identities and treatment roadblocks they face in
their own cases.

In this work, we present SupervisorBot, a virtual AI
companion that provides real-time feedback and recom-
mends treatment strategy to the therapists while they
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Figure 1: Major components of the system.

are conducting their own psychotherapy. Like a super-
visor, SupervisorBot offers feedback and guidance that
are case-dependent. Like a supervisor, SupervisorBot has
seen thousands of historical therapy sessions and case
studies. The base of our recommendation system relies
on a rating system that evaluates how good a treatment
strategy is. As the mental state of a patient can be compli-
cated to characterize, we gravitates our approach towards
well-defined clinical outcomes. The working alliance is
such a psychological concept that is shown to be highly
predictive of the success of psychotherapy in clinical
setting [5]. It describes several important cognitive and
emotional components of the relationship between these
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Figure 2: Analytical Framework of SupervisorBot: (A) R2D2 model flowchart. (B) Reinforcement learning framework of the
psychotherapy recommendation system problem.

two agents in conversation, including the agreement on
the goals to be achieved and the tasks to be carried out,
and the bond, trust and respect to be established over
the course of the dialogue [6]. In [7], we developed a
natural language processing (NLP) approach to infer this
quantity in real-time as ratings. Here we propose the
Reinforced Recommendation model for Dialogue topics
in psychiatric Disorders (R2D2), a the first ever recom-
mendation system of dialogue topics proposed for the
psychotherapy setting. It transcribes the session in real-
time, predicts the therapeutic outcome as a turn-level
rating, and recommends treatment strategy that is best
for the current context and state of the psychotherapy.
It is the first step to solving the global issue of mental
health by augmenting the treatment and education of
clinical practitioners with a recommendation system of
therapeutic strategy.

2. Methods
Fig 1 is an outline of the analytic framework. The con-
tinuous audio stream is fed into the system. First, we
perform the speaker diarization (e.g. using real-time solu-
tions such as [8, 9, 10]) which separates audio into dyads
of doctor-patient, which are then transcribed into natural
language turns for real-time downstream analyses.

Therapeutic quality ratings. After we obtain a rela-
tively well diarization result, we can configure the qual-
ity assessment setting by specifying a proper inventory.
In this system, we use the Working Alliance Inventory

(WAI), a set of self-report measurement questionnaire
that quantifies the therapeutic bond, task agreement, and
goal agreement [11, 12, 13]. Operationally, our goal is
to derive from these 36 items three alliance scales: the
task scale, the bond scale and the goal scale. They mea-
sures the three major themes of psychotherapy outcomes:
(1) the collaborative nature of the dialogue participants’
relationship; (2) the affective bond between them, and
(3) their capabilities to agree on treatment-related short-
term tasks and long-term goals. The score corresponding
to the three scales comes from a key table which speci-
fies the positivity or the sign weight to be applied on the
questionnaire answer when summing in the end.
Transcription and real-time rating assessment.

Now we are ready for real-time quality annotation. Given
the audio stream for a given user, we first transcribe the
diarized audio stream with standard automatic speech
recognition module [14]. Following the approach pro-
posed in [7, 15, 16, 17], we embed both the dialogue turns
and WAI items with deep sentence or paragraph embed-
dings (in this case, Doc2Vec [18]), and then compute the
cosine similarity between the embedding vectors of the
turn and its corresponding inventory vectors. With that,
for each turn (either by patient or by therapist), we obtain
a 36-dimension working alliance score, which we may
save in a bidirectional relational database as in [19].
Topic modeling as recommendation items. First,

we define the “items”, “users”, “contents” and “ratings”
in our recommendation system. Here, the “items” the
system recommends are treatment strategies. In this ex-



ample, we represents these strategies as a topic that the
therapist should initiate or continue for the next turn.
Given a large text corpus of many psychotherapy ses-
sions, as in [20] we can first perform topic modeling to
extract the main concepts discussed in the psychotherapy.
We use the Embedded Topic Model (ETM) [21] in this
work because it was shown to create the most diverse
concepts in psychological corpus [20]. In this study, we
use annotate each turn with their most likely topic and
identifies seven unique topics (Topic 0 is about figuring
out, self-discovery and reminiscence; Topic 1 is about
play. Topic 2 is about anger, scare and sadness. Topic 3 is
about counts. Topic 6 is about explicit ways to deal with
stress, such as keep busying and reaching out for help.
Topic 7 is about numbers. Topic 8 is about continuation.)

Recommendation system setting. Then, we pair
these “items” with the “users” and “contents”, which in
our case, would be the patientID, his or her previous
turns, their aggregated formats and other meta data. For
instance, we know that within each sessions, there exists
many pairs of turns, and they would belong to the same
“user”. However, one can also assign all turns belong to
one clinical label, or all turns related to a certain topic
as one “user”. In this example, we choose the session
ids as users. And lastly, the “ratings” would be patient’s
inferred alliance scores predictive of the therapeutic out-
comes. Creating this database from historical data, we
can train our system. Since we have defined our users,
items, contents and ratings, the recommendation engine
can be easily crafted with content-based [22, 23, 24] and
collaborative filtering [25, 26, 27, 28]. Since our session
turns are sequential and can specify a state or times-
tamp, it might be suitable for RL [29, 30, 31] and session-
based methods [32, 33, 34], which can be neuroscience
or psychiatry-inspired [35, 36, 37, 38] to provide further
interpretable clinical insights. During the deployment,
our system registers our session as a new “user” if we
adopt a session-based item, providing punctuated rater
evaluations as inference anchors [39]. Next steps include
predicting these inference anchors as states (like [20? ])
and training chatbots as reinforcement learning agents
given these states.
Deep reinforcement learning recommendation

approaches. Reinforcement learning approaches are
effectively applied in language and speech tasks (as re-
viewed in [40]), among which recommendation is an
important use case. As shown in Figure 2, the reinforce-
ment learning environment is formulated such that the
recommendation agent takes an action by recommend-
ing a strategy (say, a discussion topic). And the therapist
will interact with the patient taking that suggestion into
account. The dialogue interaction, in turn, has a quality
evaluation of some sort (say, the therapeutic working
alliance score). This serves as a reward to the recommen-
dation agent to update its weights. In the meanwhile, the

state is progressed to the next therapeutic states. As a
first step, we evaluate three popular deep RL algorithms.
Based on the deterministic policy gradient in an actor-
critic architecture, the Deep Deterministic Policy Gradi-
ents (DDPG) [41] is a model-free algorithm for continous
action spaces, and one of the first successful algorithms
to learn policies end-to-end. Building upon the Double
Q-Learning [42], Twin Delayed DDPG (TD3) [43] is a
similar solution is proposed to correct for the overesti-
mated value issue, and yields more competitive results
in various game settings. As the online data collection
of RL models are usually time consuming, in real world
industrial setting, these models are usually trained using
previously collected data. As a result, there is a growing
popularity of offline reinforcement learning methods [44].
Among them, Batch Constrained Q-Learning (BCQ) [45]
is the first continuous control deep RL algorithm with
competitive results in off policy evaluations by restricting
the agent’s exploration in action space.

Reinforced Recommendationmodel for Dialogue
topics in psychiatric Disorders (R2D2). Combining
all the elements, we have our R2D2 model (Figure 2A).
Here we identify each session as a user, and the states
are frames of dialogues which can be labelled their topics
in real time and their ratings with a working alliance
(WA) inference module. The reinforcement learning core,
powered by deep RL, predicts the best action represented
by an embedding for the items (topics). This embedding
can be pre-computed, for instance, using dimension re-
duction techniques to find clusters of different topics in
a low-dimensional space. We use the Doc2Vec embed-
ding of the original dialogue turns, averaged by their
topic labels, such that each action (i.e. the topic id) have
an averaged representation in the sentence embedding
space. This action representation can be translated into
a topic label with nearest neighbor, and a given dialogue
response will be selected from the historical dialogue
data to continue the conversation. The reward can then
be computed using the working alliance rate.

3. Empirical results
Experimental setting. To evaluate the recommendation
systems, we preprocess the Alex Street psychotherapy
dataset 1, which consists of transcribed recordings of over
950 therapy sessions between multiple anonymized thera-
pists and patients, into a recommendation system format
(219,999 recommendation actions) and then split it into
95/5 train-test sets. The dataset consists of four types of
psychiatric conditions: anxiety, depression, schizophre-
nia and suicidal cases. We train R2D2 on each of the text
corpus, as well as on all four together. To set up the batch

1https://alexanderstreet.com/products/counseling-and-
psychotherapy-transcripts-series



training for reinforcement learning, we cut the turns into
frames of 10 turn pairs and use a batch size of 32. We
represent the action spaces (the topics to recommend)
in three candidate embedding spaces: the averaged 300-
dimension Doc2Vec embedding for each topic, the aver-
aged 36-dimension principal component analysis (PCA)
embedding, and the averaged 2-dimension Uniform Man-
ifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) embedding.
Due to the space limit, we only present the results for the
first embedding, but leave the others in appendix. We
train the R2D2 with three reinforcement learning agents
(DDPG, TD3 and BCQ) each for 50 epochs, where their
losses consistently drop and converge in a stable way.
Based on the loss curve, there are no overfitting in all
model training processes.

Empirical results. To evaluate the performance of the
three recommendation agents, we compute the Pearson’s
r of the recommended actions with their corresponding
ground truth actions the test set (Table 1). Since we are
the first system in this application problem, there are no
state-of-the-art or baseline so far. Instead, we compare
among variants of R2D2. Other than testing on different
subset of the datasets and reinforcement learning algo-
rithms, we also use three different scales of working al-
liance as our ratings: task, bond and goal, which measures
different aspects of emotional alignments in psychother-
apy. We observe that the best performing model for four
disorders are: R2D2-DDPG-TASK for depression sessions
with a correlation of 0.3796, R2D2-BCQ-TASK for depres-
sion session (0.4042), R2D2-TD3-GOAL for schizophrenia
sessions (0.4599) and R2D2-BCQ-BOND for suicidal ses-
sions (0.4152). If we consider all four classes together,
R2D2-TD3-GOAL appears to be the best performing mod-
els (0.3765). We notice that the DDPG and TD3 bases of
R2D2 yields similar rankings among using three working
alliance scales as their ratings, while the BCQ tends not
to. For instance, in schizophrenia cases, the alignment in
the goal scale appear to provide a far more advantageous
recommendation prediction than the other two implicit
feedbacks (task and bond alignments), while in R2D2-
BCQ, the effect is less pronounced. For specific disorders,
R2D2-DDPG is the recommender winner for anxiety, de-
pression and schizophrenia, and R2D2-TD3 is the winner
for suicidal cases (which should be taken with a grain
of salt considering the small amount of data we have
on them). When pooling the sessions of four disorders
together, the recommender winner appears to be R2D2-
TD3, which may suggest that R2D2-TD3, given its twin
delayed mechanism to correct for value overestimation,
are better suited for heterogeneous rather than homoge-
neous cases. It was a surprise that R2D2-BCQ doesn’t
demonstrate in our dataset, an advantage to constrain the
possible extrapolation errors by the non-offline methods.
This evaluation provides a proof of concept. Future work
will focus on systematically comparing a larger spectrum

Table 1
Pearson’s r of the actual actions taken in the test set with
their predicted actions

Anxi Depr Schi Suic All
R2D2-DDPG-TASK 0.3796 0.3376 0.1556 0.3292 0.0578
R2D2-DDPG-BOND 0.2417 0.3838 0.1539 0.0873 0.1455
R2D2-DDPG-GOAL 0.0761 0.3682 0.4589 -0.0210 0.2243
R2D2-TD3-TASK 0.0707 0.1310 0.0443 0.3188 0.3357
R2D2-TD3-BOND 0.2018 0.3363 0.0908 0.3070 0.1101
R2D2-TD3-GOAL 0.0984 0.2222 0.4599 0.2044 0.3765
R2D2-BCQ-TASK 0.1128 0.4042 0.1401 0.1422 0.0825
R2D2-BCQ-BOND 0.0778 0.0876 0.0987 0.4152 0.0885
R2D2-BCQ-GOAL 0.0810 0.1231 0.0833 0.0788 0.0780

of deep reinforcement learning and model architectures.
Ethical considerations. Following the ethical guide-

lines in [46, 47] and the operational suggestions in [48],
we make sure that all training examples that we eval-
uate on are properly anonymized with pre- and post-
processing techniques, and disclaim that these investiga-
tions are proof of concept and require extensive caution
to prevent from the pitfall of over-interpretation.

4. Web-Based System:
SupervisorBot

“SupervisorBot” is an interactive web-based system (Fig 3
[39]). We first give users the instructions on how to use
the system. Then they are lead to input their own inven-
tory used to evaluate the dialogue quality. In this case, we
put in a default one, using the working alliance inventory.
They are guided to input the score scale corresponding
to each inventory item and click on “Analyze” to finalize.
In the speaker diarization part, we compute and visualize
the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) in a slid-
ing window fashion given the real-time audio input from
microphone, with the MFCC bands color coded in the
page. Finishing these two steps as the preparation, the
system is now running, and the therapist can sit back and
go on with the session. The app now moves to the anno-
tation panel, where the therapist can see that a transcript
is displayed, along with who is speaking. The computed
alliance score in the three scales are also dynamically
displayed in real-time according to the content of the
dialogue turn. This is helpful information to assist the
therapist. And in our last panel, we have our recommen-
dation guidance. The topics to choose from are ranked
and top N are displayed. The therapist can use it as a hint
and initiate his response given a top recommendation.
The system will transcribe his response and highlight the
topic he most likely ended up choosing in the last round,
and save that information as part of historical data. The
system refreshes its parameters at the end of each session
to fit new data.



Figure 3: State screenshots of SupervisorBot web app: inventory inputs, diarization, annotation, strategy recommendation.

5. Conclusions and Future
Directions

In this work, we provide a practical example of how a
real-time recommendation system can help therapists
better treat their patients in psychotherapy sessions with
informative clinical annotations and recommendations
of treatment strategies with deep reinforcement learning.
Although in this example, the strategies are the topics for
the therapist to initiate or continue, the same approach
can be extended to more complex and nuanced treatment
suggestions. For instance, in the ABC approach of cogni-
tive behavioral therapy (CBT), our system can suggest
a belief (B) to guide the patients to better understand
the causality between the activating event (A) and its
consequence (C).

Before we conclude, another interesting perspective to
view this line of research is hidden in Figure 1: while the
recommendation agent is driven by reinforcement learn-
ing, the therapist (and even patient) have their agency
which updates under the reinforcement learning princi-
ples. For instance, the patient can directly offer feedback
to the therapists. And given the feedback, the therapist
may adjust his or her internal model to weigh on the
quality of the suggestions by the recommendation agent.
Next steps include modeling these theory of minds and
confidence levels in this multi-participant human com-
puter interaction setting. providing punctuated rater
evaluations as inference anchors. Next steps include pre-
dicting these inference anchors as states (like [20, 49])
and training chatbots as reinforcement learning agents
given these states (like [36, 37, 38]).
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